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Showcase countries approaches in integrating nature conservation measures into sustainable forest management
WIIFM (What’s in it for me?)

- Announcement of your country’s integrated forest management (IFM) activities across country boarders
- Stronger visibility through joint forces in the European Network Integrate
- Stronger identification with the network
- First distribution during INFORMAR Final Conference in February 2020
Audience

- Policy makers
- Foresters
- Scientists
- NGOs
- General Public
Topics:
1. Main facts on forests and nature protection in your country
2. Three major challenges for biodiversity and solutions
3. Outlook and strategy

• Text no longer than 5000 characters (with spaces)
• 2-3 pictures printing resolution (300dpi): both portrait and landscape, preferably taken in an illustrative site
20. December 2019: deadline to submit article & photos to EFI’s editorial team
06.-18. January 2020: first editorial examination
29-31. January 2020: final editing, preparation of print pdf by EFI’s editorial team
03.-07. February 2020: coordination with printing company
10.-14. February 2020: printing of the brochure
Thanks!